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The SAA in a nutshell

The IMT School established the IMT School Student and Alumni Association - SAA on May 30, 2016.

The SAA was formally registered as an Association on July 7, 2024.

As of April 2024, the SAA counts around 290 members among students and alumni.
The SAA was created:

- To strengthen the bond between the IMT School and its community of students and alumni
- To encourage the return of alumni to IMT for research, work and recreational activities
- To be a reference point for all PhD students
- To foster an international network with Lucca at the epicenter
What does the Executive Committee do?

- Elects the President
- Actuates the Assembly's deliberations
- Approves internal regulations
- Promotes the initiatives relative to the objectives of the Association
- Prepares the final budget outcome and the budget forecast to be approved by the General Assembly
- Makes decisions regarding the hiring of staff
- Proposes to the Assembly, by unanimity, modifications to the Statute and charter as well as the liquidation of the Association
How does the Executive Committee work?

- The Executive Committee consists of 10 Members elected by the General Assembly, of the Director of IMT and of the President of the Fondazione Lucchese per l'Alta formazione e la Ricerca (or his delegate)

- The Executive Committee’s term lasts three years

- The Executive Committee elects its own President, who must be chosen from among the elected Members, and can nominate a Secretary, who may be someone that does not belong to the Association

- The President identifies amongst the Committee Members a Vice President to act as deputy in the event of his or her absence or impediment
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Laura Gianfagna
President

Samrawit Ayele
VP

Ahmed Shams
VP

Pietro Saggese
Treasurer

Silvia Massa
Secretary

Manuela Ritondale

Marilena Filippelli

Alessandro Demichelis

Gianpietro Sgaramella

ECON 29  CCSN 36  MDCH 25  EMDS 32  AMCH 31  MDCH 29  EMI 20  CCSN 36  EADS 39

Executive Committee

We are in Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Germany, UK
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Where to find the SAA
- FB
- LinkedIn

How to join the SAA
- Fill in the form > https://shorturl.at/bCGO9

association@alumni.imtlucca.it
SAA Executive Committee

info.alumniassociation@imtlucca.it
Information and liaison with administrative offices